
TITLE 

VI-EPSCoR takes Virgin Islands delegation to the USA Science and Engineering Festival in Washington, 

D.C. 

OUTCOME 

Virgin Islands students and teachers are given an unprecedented opportunity to participate in STEM-

related activities.  Participants were introduced to the broad range of STEM-focused careers, education 

opportunities, and self-guided activities to encourage and increase science literacy, education, and 

practice to bring back to the Territory.   

IMPACT/BENEFITS 

Both students and teachers left Washington, DC with an increased understanding of STEM disciplines 

and multiple applications for their science-related fields of interest.  Teachers involved in the trip will 

have the opportunity to continue their professional development, and apply some to the information 

gleaned from the trip with the VI-EPSCoR STEM Institute this summer (2016) 

EXPLANATION 

A delegation of students and educators from public and private schools in the Territory were selected to 

participate in the 4th Biennial USA Science and Engineering Festival in Washington DC in April, 2016. VI-

EPSCoR's efforts to increase science literacy and education in the Virgin Islands, and a desire to support 

understanding of the multiple disciplines and opportunities occurring via STEM were realized in this 

excursion. While in Washington DC the group participated in the X-STEM Extreme Symposium and later 

in a series of interactive workshops and presentations led by professionals and organizations. Thereafter 

participants attended workshops, events and exhibit hall presentations, as well as visited US historical 

sites, monuments, Smithsonian Museums and the Virgin Islands Congressional Delegate, 

Congresswoman Stacey Plaskett. Both students and teachers left Washington DC with a renewed and 

heightened appreciation for STEM disciplines in all its facets.  

 

Image 1. Participants mapping days plan of sessions. Image 2. VI participants in session focusing on coral. 
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